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Inclusion North News

Inclusion North will share an important news story and 
tell you about their own work here every two weeks.

We have had a lot of news about Strom Dudley and 

Storm Eunice  this week– Storms are given a name and 

they follow the alphabet. Our next storm will be a name 

beginning with “F”.

There are 3 different weather warnings: Red, Amber 

and Yellow.

1. Red weather warning – very bad weather

A red weather warning means there will be problems 

getting out and about – public transport may be delayed 

or cancelled altogether.

It also means that there could be a risk to people's lives 

if they are not careful. Some homes may be damaged.

It could affect power cables which may mean homes in 

the area may have power cuts.

2. Amber weather warning – quite bad weather

Amber means it is quite likely that bad weather will 

affect people, possibly including travel delays, road and 

rail closures and power cuts.



3. Yellow weather warning – bad for some

A yellow weather warnings means the weather is 

likely to affect some people. Many people might be 

able to carry on as normal but others may have 

problems.

People are advised to keep an eye on the latest 

weather information to work out how much they 

might be affected, especially if the weather changes 

or gets worse.

You can find your local weather by searching on your 

computer, smart phone or laptop for BBC weather. 

You will need to enter your postcode to find out the 

weather where you live. 

What would you name our next storm?  

The Met Office asks the public to name storms – our 

next storm is already named – it is called Storm 

Franklin and it maybe brewing from Sunday 

onwards.

The next storm will start with a G. What name would 

you give it?


